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At the time of planning this year’s programme we had no idea what was in store. Luckily, we ensure that 
targets and budgets are flexible and have liaised with our colleagues at the ISLAND Trust to do everything we 
could, within limited means, to help them tackle the effects of Covid-19. Having released some of our funds 
to help purchase food and other essentials we launched an appeal which, amazingly, raised over £2,000 
which was immediately transferred to India. This newsletter covers the first six months of 2020. 
 

Alphonse Raj, as CEO of the ISLAND Trust oversees our 
programme, writes: “This year’s Tribal Futures project 
started with much enthusiasm and realistic targets. Staff 
were properly oriented and trained by external experts. 
Projected activities were implemented in full gear in the 
first two and a half months. But due to the Corona 
infection, lockdown was declared in Tamil Nadu and 
continually extended. Therefore we could not achieve the 
planned targets. Yet we were with the tribal people during 
this pandemic and helped them in several ways. With the 
kind hearted support of Tamwed, we were able to provide 
relief materials by the fourth week of the lockdown. It was a 
timely help and all the tribal families escaped starvation. 
Already 60% of the tribal population and 80% of the women 
and children within this 60% are classified as malnourished 
or anaemic. Therefore we were afraid that they were prone 
to get Corona infection very easily. That’s why we appealed to several philanthropic organisations for 
providing nutritional food supplements. Many of the requests were turned down but Tamwed came to their 
rescue and we were able to reach 1,000 tribal families with life-saving food and hygienic materials.” 
 

Alphonse tells us that his family was disturbed late one night by the sound of the door of his garage where all 
the relief food was stored being bashed in. To their surprise, the culprits were found to be two large bears. 
 
  
A huge thanks to 
all those who gave 
so generously to 
the appeal, 
particularly at a 
time of great 
stress, financially 
and otherwise, 
here in the UK.   
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Sivagami, Saral, Kamini, Thiruselvan, 
Alphonse and Yogarani – some of the staff 
and volunteers that worked through the 
lockdown to provide food and essential 

supplies to remote villages. 
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HEALTH 
Our Health Worker Mrs Meenakshi (standing right with 
government health staff) is from the Kota tribe. She was 
appointed last year as a result of concern over health 
issues among tribal communities, particularly relating to 
maternal and childcare. A survey found that tribal people 
considered that health workers do not understand their 
culture or needs. Since we started our programme in 
January, she has supported 61 ante natal women at the 
Primary Health Centre and also extended one-to-one 
support to 15 women during emergencies. She ensured 40 
safe deliveries in the four months prior to the Corona 
lockdown. During her subsequent absence she was very upset by the death of a young mother in childbirth. 
Mrs Meenakshi feels that she would have helped to save her life if she had been present.   
 

 
 
 
Medical and social work students and staff conducted health 
camps in schools and villages. 105 tribal people attended an 
eye screening clinic with nine receiving  cataract surgery. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
TRADITIONAL MEDICINES 
Mrs Sivagami (on the left with members of her herbal remedy 
group) is our newly appointed staff member encouraging 
organic food production and the use of traditional medicines. 
There is a continuing struggle to tackle health issues caused by 
a poor diet with many families relying on government basic 
food rations. Sivagami has listed 80 herbs and their uses for a 
guide and set up a  demonstration plot with 50 herbs and 
medicinal plants. Six farmers were motivated to set up herbal 
gardens on their land with 20 herbs per garden.  
 

Herbal awareness meetings were  conducted in the 22 Tribal 
Futures villages with demonstrations about the  preparation of 
medicine using locally available herbs. Mrs Sivagami volunteered with colleagues to assist with the relief aid 
and is encouraging the development of organic food production (see later). 
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ORGANIC FARMING AND CROP PROTECTION 
Due to Covid, it is impossible to continue campaigning for 
government grants to develop farmland. However, over 30 acres 
have been converted by farmers such as Krishnan (right) to grow 
cereals and vegetables. The virus has demonstrated the need to 
be self-sustainable for food as markets can be many miles away 
and the price of staples has rocketed. The ISLAND Trust has 
applied for grants to help tribal people market their produce and 
provide financial assistance to buy seeds and inputs for the next 
phase of cultivation.  
 
 

The first solar fenced plot in 
Bargur village is now two years 
old and has proved to be very 
successful, yielding good 
harvests during the lockdown 
on land that is safely protected 
from wild animals. Early days 
(left) and now (right). 
 

SIDDHA MEDICINE – A CURE FOR COVID? 
 

Siddha is a traditional method of healing that originated in South India and considered to be one of 
India's oldest systems of medicine. Siddha is based on a combination of ancient medicinal practices and 
spiritual disciplines as well as alchemy and mysticism.  
 

Kabasura Kudineer Chooranam is a herbal concoction used by Siddha 
practitioners for managing respiratory ailments including cough and fever. 
A mixture of herbs is ground, mixed with water and then boiled.  
 

Government health centres and even the police are offering it as a free  
immunity booster for Covid-19. Many Indians, including tribals in the  
Nilgiris are taking it as a preventative and even curative medicine. Research  
continues into its effectiveness. 
                                                           
                                                          Thiruselvan, Sivagami and Kamini (a  
                                                          Voluntary Animator) making the brew 
                                                          which is made from 15 herbs 
                                                          including ginger, cloves and malabar 
                                                          nuts. 
                       The brew 
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Crop-protecting nets and wires for hanging vegetables such as 
gourds were distributed to 50 tribal farmers in ten villages. 
 

Cultivation on steep, rocky hillsides (left) is not easy due to poor 
soil, lack of water, climate change and animal incursion. With 
effective fencing and adaptable crops, food production is on the 
increase. 
 
 
 
 

Irrigation tanks (right) and pipes are installed for domestic and 
agricultural use in villages higher up hillsides. Erratic rainfall is 
not conducive to crop growing. Storms can be unseasonal and 
severe with months’ worth of rainfall over a few days – another 
effect of climate change. 
 

 
 

LOCAL ENTERPRISE 
Four village-based sewing centres, are running successfully 
during the corona lockdown to provide support for those 
affected by the closure of schools and colleges. Many young 
women took an interest in learning to sew and village 
animators organised training for 35 girls. Thanks to Mrs 
Sivagami, our herbal practitioner, another sewing centre was 
opened in Karikaiyoor village (right). 
 

Applications were made to send a group of young people for 
skills development and tribal women’s Self Help Groups have 
been recommended for financial support to set up micro 
enterprises. 
 
 
LOCAL REPRESENTATION 

For generations, tribal communities in India had little 
democratic representation. Due to campaigning by NGOs and 
government reforms, village representatives are now elected to 
local and district councils (panchayats). The ISLAND Trust set up 
a training sessions for community leaders (left) and for 50 tribal 
women leaders from Kotagiri District. Staff continue to assist 
with petitions to government for land, housing and other grants 
and other legal entitlements.  
 

Tribal representatives participated in Grama Sabhas (local 
decision making forums for panchayats) and submitted petitions 
for basic needs such as adequate health care. 
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EVENTS AND CAMPAIGNS 
Up until the time schools were shut and villages were locked down, the ISLAND Trust organised  events such 
as International Women’s Day (below left) and World Environment Day (below right)  

 
 
 
 

  
 

 
 
 

 
Campaigns to raise awareness about climate change and pollution involved school children (below). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 

FUND-RAISING  
This is a difficult time for national and international NGOs, particularly smaller organisations such as the 
ISLAND Trust and Tamwed. Project activities have been curtailed and Covid is leaving some of the poorest 
and most vulnerable communities without essential supplies and medical resources. Less donor funding is 
available due to the economic downturn. Tamwed’s annual Indian breakfast had to be cancelled, as did our 
planned film and meal night which are our two main fund-raising events. The need for self-sufficiency has 
never been more important to those such as tribal people in the Nilgiri Hills meaning it is important we 
continue to help build on what has been achieved over the years. 
 

Thanks to everyone who responded to our appeal with 
donations large and small which was vital. Barry and Nellie 
(right) have kindly donated in lieu of funds that they hope to 
raise for health work when they can go busking again. If you 
have any ideas for fund-raising or are planning to take part 
in a sponsored event, please think of Tamwed so that we 
can continue our support to help tribal villages become self-
sustainable communities during 2021.  
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VISIT TO THE NILGIRIS BY KAREN OSBORNE 
Karen visited our projects in March but had to leave earlier than planned as Covid reached India. She 
managed to pack in a lot in a short time and completed a report on our programme which at that stage was 
in full swing. 

 
 
She met our Health Worker Mrs Meenakshi (on right) 
with staff and patients at a health centre. The doctor 
(centre) was concerned about the spread of Covid. Karen 
was impressed with Meenakshi’s meticulous record-
keeping and the high number of safe deliveries since she 
was appointed.  
 

 
 
 

Karen visited several villages and was introduced to                          
families by Mrs Sivagami, the “Herb Lady”.  

 
 
 
 
 

 
Modelling one of Jeyamuthu’s famous shawls which are unique to 
the Toda people - one of the oldest Indian tribes which has its 
own language and customs. To them, the buffalo is sacred and 
plays an important part in their religion. 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
  

Tamwed has very few overheads with nearly all funds being sent to India. 
 

Tamwed is a Registered Charity - Number 1113533 and can claim Gift Aid on donations. 

ON THE WEB 
We have a brand new website. Check it out at www.tamwed.org 


